
Ricatech, which also manufactures a
number of PC peripherals and
accessories has created what it describes
as a “user-friendly online environment”
aimed at both the trade and end users,
including a helpdesk in both English
and Dutch.

signs Ricatech
the UK market, with MP3 players and PC peripherals

“Ricatech is determined
to increase not only its
product range but also

its pan-European
penetration. Our

mission is to be well
known in the market as
a reliable partner and
supplier to both our
customers and also 

the end user.”
Claudia Stuivberg, 

Ricatech
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VIP COMPUTERS has secured the
exclusive UK distribution rights to the
Killer 2100, a gaming network card
from Bigfoot Networks, which the
vendor claims is the fastest solution of
its kind for online PC gaming.

The Cheshire-based distributor will
initially stock the Killer 2100, followed
by future Bigfoot products as they
come to market.

“The Killer 2100 fits our gaming
hardware portfolio perfectly. Gaming
has become very focused on power and
performance, and not to forget, on
gaming specific peripherals including
mice, keyboards, and headsets, but
Bigfoot has a different approach,” VIP

Computers’
networking
product
manager Mark
Lynch said. “The
Killer 2100 places
emphasis on
controlling the flow of
network traffic that
enters the PC and 
by-passing the CPU for all
gaming data to deliver
network speed increases and
ultimately gaming improvements,
irrelevant of the users system specs,
making it beneficial to all.”

Bigfoot Networks CEO Michael

Howse
added:
“We are
pleased

to be working
with VIP Computers,
and we believe the
Killer 2100 gaming

network card is a perfect
complement to their full line of
performance-based PC upgrades.”
As well as providing the maximum

possible speed for online gaming, the
Killer 2100 offers a range of tools for
monitoring and optimising network
performance with at-a-glance 
graphical displays.

“The Killer 2100 fits our
gaming hardware

portfolio perfectly.”
Mark Lynch, 

VIP Computers

Distributor adds Bigfoot to its vendor portfolio,
hopes to bring further products to market

VIP stocks up on
Killer gaming card

Bigfoot claims its
networking card is
the fastest gaming
product of its kind


